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Abstract

Linear Logic [Gir87] is a logic that has two presentations: a classical sequent calculus and a more original presentation using proof nets. Proof nets are graphs of connectors and boxes connected together by links. Each cell has a given numbers of ports and links connect ports two by two (no sharing). Boxes serve to bound nets.

This formalism was introduced because several proofs in sequent calculus which are not essentially different (see for example the exchange rule or commutable rules) correspond to the same proof net. Nets go beyond logic because they may be used to perform β-reduction in λ-calculus [Lam90, Mac95] or used as a model of calculus as interaction nets [Laf90].

However, not every net corresponds to linear logic proofs and a criterion serves to distinguish between bad proof structures and proof nets. Using linear logic with mix rule (saying that two proofs side by side form a proof), this criterion looks if the graph have not bad cycle. The same mechanism may be used in interaction nets to ensure that their reduction will not create dead-lock (a very bad configuration where every cell is blocked forever by an other one in a cycle). To check if a net is correct, a set of switching positions is associated to each king of cell. A net is said to be correct if for every switching of the cells, no cycle appears.

To characterize the connection property of a bit of net (called a module [DR89]) with other nets, its interface may be computed. Now, two modules can be connected together if there interfaces are orthogonal. More precisely, an interface is a set of partitions and a partition is an equivalence relation between the external ports of a module. Two partitions are said to be orthogonal if the composition creates no cycle passing alternatively by one partition and the other one. For instance the partitions $ab/cd$ and $a/bc/d$ are orthogonal but $ab/cd$ and $ad/bc$ are not (the cycle $ab|bc|cd|da$). Two interfaces are orthogonal when partitions of the two interfaces are orthogonal two by two.
Since interfaces are set over partitions, one can ask if every set of partition correspond to a net. We prove that the answer is no with with the classical connectives of linear logic. However, if we add a special combinator called crossroad to this system, we can prove that this element and the usual connectors (© and φ) of linear logic are generator of every set of partitions.

The crossroad has 4 ports and two switching:
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However, this result can only be apply to linear logic with mix rule. Without this rule, we have prove that there is no finite set of cells that generates all interfaces (this notion is a little more complex for those proof nets).
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